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1

USF Sahiwal :

In schedule C excel file : Disclaimer-2” as quoted below will be valid when moza sub blocks are provided. This 

statement is not present in Attock lot. 

  ”Disclaimer 2 - The term Mauza/Deh is widely used in the settled areas. A Mauza has a certain area and boundary. 

There may be one or more settlements, abadies, Goths etc in the territory of a Mauza/Deh. The mauzas/Dehs may also 

have scattered inhabitation while there may be some mauzas without population as well.

Schedule C Disclaimer-2 is already present in Summary-1 sheet which covers the whole lot.

2

There is a mismatch of mandatory mauza counts in sheet Summary-1 vs sheets Attock Summary and Rawalpindi 

Summary. 

For Attock District, Mandatory Mauzas mentioned in the sheet Summary-1 are 155, However in sheet Attock Summary 

the Mandatory Mauzas are 90 and Mandatory Mauza Blocks are 154

For Rawalpindi District, Mandatory Mauzas mentioned in the sheet Summary-1 are 104, However in sheet Rawalpindi 

Summary the Mandatory Mauzas are 75 and Mandatory Mauza Blocks are 104

 

Similar is observed in Sahiwal

Schedule C

All the Mauza/coverage blocks are mandatory and same numbers are mentioned  in summary 

sheet.Consider the counts of Mauza/Coverage blocks (Column C)  for network design.Total number of 

mandatory mauzas/coverage blocks has been updated and changed to 155 from 154.Updated Schedule 

C of Attock lot is attached for further clarifation.

3

Confirmation is required whether the mentioned Mauza/ Block co-ordinates are the only locations where coverage is 

required or are there further sub-divisions/population settlements of these Mauza/Coverage Blocks. In case of further sub-

divisions, co-ordinates are required for these additional blocks for accurate planning by next week,

Schedule C

To the best of our knowledge based on desktop working, in the recently advertised lots of Sahiwal and 

Attock and in the upcoming lots as well each mauza with associated coverage points or blocks with 

reference coordinates are being provided to facilitate the bidders in their network designing/planning 

for response to bid. Confirmation of the population mentioned against each mauza plus its associated 

coverage points or blocks at reference coordinates is the responsibility of the successful bidder/service 

provider during field verification process.

4
Latitudes are mentioned under X-Coordinates and Longitudes are mentioned against Y-Coordinates which should be 

vice versa. Confirmation is also required for correct coordinates.
Schedule C Correction done in Schedule C of Attock lot. Revised schedule C being shared with registered bidders.


